Tips for Oversea Applicants

L. WENG

For oversea applicants of our graduate school, particularly, these who want me to be the supervisor, to make our correspondence more effectively, please read the follows.

A) Before contacting me, please first locate the official website (in English) of our faculty, and find some basic information for the formal application process.

B) After reading the (general) guidances listed there CAREFULLY, please prepare the following supportive materials (and sent them to me in case you want me to be your supervisor):
   (i) Your CV
   (ii) Your college transcripts
   (iii) One or two recommendation letters (better directly sent, instead of you)

C) I will examine your materials for about a week or two, and then would inform you my assessment: Positive, Neutral, Negative. UNLESS NEGATIVE, please then following the (general) guidance mentioned above to submit your formally application to the Office of Student Affairs (OSA) at Science Faculty. Our committee then would discuss your application, etc., etc...

D) A letter would come from the OSA to inform you the outcome. If you are admitted, the Office of Foreign Students of Kyushu University would also contact with you for some practical matters.

E) At last but not the least, you need to have sufficient financial supports, official/private, for you study here. You should confirm this when making the contact.